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FASTER, SAFER AND PAIN-FREE

IPL HAIR REMOVAL & SKIN

REJUVENATION 



·  Skin rejuvenation 

·  Skin and pore tightening

·  Benign pigmented lesions, deep and superficial

·  Anti-aging

·  Age spots  

·  Freckles  

·  Acne scarring  

·  Active acne

·  Carbon peel

·  Nail fungus

The Medi-Pulse Pro XL offers practitioners the opportunity to dramatically increase 

their treatment portfolio with no need to purchase multiple devices.

Two highly effective IPL hand pieces offers various treatment options that will provide 

unrivalled stable power output and efficiency.

A large touch screen interface with built-in pre-set parameters with optimised controls 

is designed with the practitioner in mind.

With a Nd Yag Q Switch handle (optional) for up to 20 treatment options with the 

532nm 1064nm and 1320nm spot sizes, the Medi-Pulse Pro XL offers a large range of 

superior treatments.

Perfect to treat

The ultimate ‘build and grow’ SHR IPL 
platform with pure sapphire hand pieces 

built in filters.

Skin Rejuvenation - Super Fast Hair Removal

Carbon Laser Facial



Wavelengths Explained

The carbon laser facial is a painless, non-invasive 

treatment. It stimulates collagen production, 

significantly combats active acne, acne scars, large 

pores, pigmentation, age spots, melasma and 

evens out skin tone. The laser takes a 15 micron 

layer of skin off, leaving a nice glow with a vibrant 

complexion. People in Hollywood do this just 

before the red carpet. No downtime, no discomfort.

AMAZING RESULTS!    

532 Wavelength

This spot size is ideal for treatment of 

superficial pigmentation. 

1320 Wavelength

Carbon Laser Peeling for many skin 

concerns including significant reduction of 

pore tightening, acne and anti-aging. 

1064 Wavelength

For treatments of deep dermal 

pigmentation. 

Carbon Peel / Hollywood Facial



Quality in a product is not 

only what you put into it. It 

is what the customer gets 

out of it.

Soma devices are made with the highest 

quality engineering working together with 

Germany, Korea, Japan the USA and proudly 

designed in Australia for fantastic durability. 

An unmatched, incomparable device.

The new technology in this device is 

seriously unsurpassed. Filter changing is a 

thing of the past! Everything is programmed 

for you. In-built filters means more stable 

power output. Your treatments will blow you 

away.

Strong, smart, beautiful, a device you can 

count on for years to come.

Engineered t o per fect ion fr om 
t he gr ound up. Designed wit h 

t he practit ioner in mind.

~ SOMA

Specifications
Spectrum   HR 640, 690, 755-1200nm

   SR 430, 480, 530, 590, 640,  

   690, 755-1200nm

IPL SHR Energy  1-50J/cm2

Pulse Width  2-10ms

Pulse Delay  5-60ms

SHR Frequency  1-10Hz

Spot Size   HR 16x50mm2

   SHR 16x50mm2

   SR 10x40mm2

   SSR 10x40mm2

   SR and HR USA precise focused  

   energy with pure sapphire   

   window (exceptional results)

Flash   1amp Xenon Lamp

   600,000+ max with 300,000  

   guaranteed

RF Energy  10M

RF Power   200W

Treatment Tips  20mm, 30mm and 36mm

Cooling semiconductor cooling + water cooling + air cooling

Cooling Temperature -8 to 0 degrees

Continuous Work Time 13 hours

Power   2000W

Voltage   AC100-120V or 220-240V

Dimensions  488mm x 472mm x 1238mm

Weight   28kg 

Our demonstration suite is situated at:

M: +61 403 744 648 

W: www.somalasers.com.au3/10 Atherton Road, Oakleigh Vic 3166

E: support@somalasers.com.au

Warranty
We back up our promise at Soma Lasers Australia, with a 3 year 

warranty on all our new medical aesthetic devices.


